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Time after Time

Words and Music by Robert Hymann and Cyndi Lauper
Arranged by Hans Kaldeway
Original Key C major

01 SATB Combo C
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Time after Time 5
01 SATB Combo C

picture fades and darkness has turned to grey. Watch me through win - dow, you're won - dering. I'm a - way

picture fades and darkness has turned to grey. Watch me through win - dow, you're won - dering. I'm a - way

picture fades and darkness has turned to grey. Watch me through win - dow, you're won - dering. I'm a - way

picture fades and darkness has turned to grey. Watch me through win - dow, you're won - dering. I'm a - way
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Original Key C major
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You're calling to me I can't hear what you've said.
You're calling to me I can't hear what you've said. Then you say, go slow. I fall be time.
You're calling to me I can't hear what you've said. Then you say, go slow. I fall be time.
...

If you're lost to me, I'll be watch time after time.
You can look and you will find me, I can't hear what...

Time after Time
02 SATB Combo Bb
The second hand
in search
If you're lost
you will find me
time after time.

If you're lost
you will find me
time after time.
If you fall
I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost
you will find me
time after time.
If you fall
I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost
you will find me
time after time.
If you fall
I will catch you, I'll be waiting.
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Synth
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Time after Time 3
03 SATB Combo Eb

S
A
T
B
Eb
D/S
Perc.

You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said
If you're lost you can look and you will find me
un-winds. If you're lost you can look and you will find me
You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said

D/A A
D/A A
D/A A
D/A A
D E
Cm D
D E
Cm D

If you fell, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting

If a all be behind

Time after time

You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said
If you're lost you can look and you will find me
un-winds. If you're lost you can look and you will find me
You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said

D/A A
D/A A
D/A A
D/A A
D E
Cm D
D E
Cm D

If you fell, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting

If a all be behind

Time after time

You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said
If you're lost you can look and you will find me
un-winds. If you're lost you can look and you will find me
You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said

D/A A
D/A A
D/A A
D/A A
D E
Cm D
D E
Cm D

If you fell, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting

If a all be behind

Time after time
Time after Time

04 SATB 4 extra staves

Perc.

Gtr.

Bass

Synth
Time after Time

The drum beats out from deep inside.

I'm okay, you can look and you will find me,

You can look and you will find me,
Time after Time

If you're lost
you can look and you will
... after Time 9

04 SATB 4 extra staves
Time after Time

I will catch you, I will catch you, I will catch you.
If you fall, I will catch you, I will catch you, I will catch you.

Dmaj7E
---
----
-----
---

Time after Time 11 04 SATB 4 extra staves
05 SATB small Combo

Time after Time

Words and Music by Robert Hymann and Cyndi Lauper
Arranged by Hans Kaldeway
Original Key C major
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Some times you picture me, I'm walking too far ahead.

Suit cases of memories, Time after...

You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said.

Then you say, go slow.

D/E D D/A A D/A A D/A A D/A A D/A A
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05 SATB small Combo

If you're lost you can look and you will

find me, I'll be waiting, time after time.

If you fall you can catch, you'll be waiting, time after time.

The drum beats out of time. If you're lost you can look and you will

From deep inside, you can look and you will

If you're lost you can catch, you'll be waiting, time after time.

You can catch, you'll be waiting, time after time.
Time after Time 9
05 SATB small Combo

The second hand winds. If you're lost you can look and you will find me.

If you're lost you can look and you will find me.

I fall behind. If you're lost you can look and you will find me.

If you're lost you can look and you will find me.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

If you're lost I will catch you, I'll be waiting.
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D. S.

If you fall, I will catch you. I find you can look and you will find me.

If you're lost, time after time.

I will catch you, I find you can look and you will find me.

If you fall, I will catch you. I find you can look and you will find me.

If you're lost, time after time.

6 Time after Time
Time after Time

I will catch you, I'll be waiting,
If you fall, I will catch you. I'll be waiting.
You can look and you will find me,
If you're lost, you can look and you will find me.

Fmaj7 EA
Gtr.

P.S.

Bass.

P.A.

D. S.
Time After Time

If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,

If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
If you fall
If you lose
I will catch you,
I will catch you,
Time after Time

Words and Music by Robert Hymann and Cyndi Lauper
Arranged by Hans Kaldeway
Original Key C major
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Time after Time 3
07 SATB Piano Advanced

If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting...
If you're lost you can look and you will find me,
waiting,

I will catch you, I'll be waiting,
time after time.

If you're lost you can look and you will find me,
time after time.

If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting...
If you're lost you can look and you will find me,
waiting,
Time after Time
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If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting

The second hand

If all behind

I fall behind

you say: go slow.

I fall behind
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Time after Time 7
07 SATB Piano Advanced

decrec. poco a poco
time after time.
2 Time after Time
08 SATB Piano Moderated

Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too far ahead. You're calling memories, Time after...

Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too far ahead. You're calling

Cm D D E D/A A D/A A D/A A D/A A D/A A

Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too far ahead. You're calling

to me, I can't hear what you've said. Then you say: go slow. I fall behind.

to me, I can't hear what you've said. Then you say: go slow. I fall behind.

D/A A D/A A D/A A D E Cm D D E Cm

You're calling

to me, I can't hear what you've said. Then you say: go slow. I fall behind.

D E Cm D D E

The second hand unwinds. If you're lost you can look and you will find me.

D E Cm D D E Fm Dmaj7 E A

Time after time.

If you're lost you can look and you will find me. Time after time.

Time after time.
4 Time after Time
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P. M

If you're lost you can look and you will find me, time after time. If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.

K

If you're lost you can look and you will find me, time after time. If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.

L
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P. M
09 SATB

Time after Time

Words and Music by Robert Hymann and Cyndi Lauper
Arranged by Hans Kaldeway
Original Key C major

Ly ing in my bed, I hear the clock tick and

think of you. Caught up in circles, confusion is nothing new.

Flash back, warm nights, almost left behind. Suitcases of

Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too

memories, Time after... Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too

Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too

Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too
Time after Time 3
09 SATB

If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting,
If you're lost you can look and you will find me,
If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting,
If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting,
If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting,
Time after Time 5
09 SATB

win-dows, you're won-der-ing if I'm o-kay

win-dows, you're won-der-ing if I'm o-kay

win-dows, you're won-der-ing if I'm o-kay

If you fall

from deep in-side.

The drum beats out of time. If you're lost

you can look and you will find me,

time after time.

If you fall

you can look and you will find me,

time after time.

If you fall

you can look and you will find me,

time after time.
Time after Time 7
09 SATB

The second hand un-winds. If you're lost

I fall behind

The second hand un-winds. If you're lost

I fall behind

You can look and you will find me, time after time.

You can look and you will find me, time after time.

You can look and you will find me, time after time.

I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.

I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.

I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.

I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.

I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.

I will catch you, I'll be waiting, time after time.
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Original Key C major
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Drumkit/Percussion

- Hi-Hat closed
- Hi-Hat open
- Mid Tom
- High Tom
- Low Tom
- Ride Cymbal
- Crash Cymbal
- Floor Tom
- Ride Bell/Cup
- Splash Cymbal
- Triangle mute
- Tambourine Beating
- Triangle open
- Bass Drum (Kick)
- Hi-Hat Foot
- Shaker (eggs)
- Claves
- Handclap
- Guiro
- Cowbell
- Conga
- Woodblock High
- Timbale Low
- Agogo High
- Woodblock Low
- Agogo Low
- Cabasa
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Words and Music by Robert Hymann and Cyndi Lauper
Arranged by Hans Kaldeway
Original Key C major
Words and Music by Robert Hymann and Cyndi Lauper
Arranged by Hans Kaldeway
Original Key C major

A
\[ \text{D} \quad \text{E} \quad \text{C}_\# \text{m} \quad \text{D} \]

5
\[ \text{D} \quad \text{E} \quad \text{C}_\# \text{m} \quad \text{D} \]

B
\[ \text{D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A} \]

9
\[ \text{D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A} \]

Ly-ing in my__ bed, I hear the clock tick_ and think of you.

13
\[ \text{D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A} \]

Caught up__ in cir-cles, con-fu-sion is noth-ing new.

17
\[ \text{D} \quad \text{E} \quad \text{C}_\# \text{m} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{E} \quad \text{C}_\# \text{m} \]

Flash-back, warm nights, al-most left be-hind.

21
\[ \text{D} \quad \text{E} \quad \text{C}_\# \text{m} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{D} \quad \text{E} \quad \text{D/A A A} \]

Suit-cases of mem-ories, Time af-ter.. Some-times you

25
\[ \text{D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A D/A A A} \]

pic-ture me, __ I'm walk-ing too far a-head. You're call-ing

© 1983 Dub Notes and Rella Music Corp, USA This arrangement © 2012 Dub Notes and Rella Music Corp, USA (50%) Warner/Chappell North America Ltd, London W6 8BS. Reproduced by permission of Faber Music Ltd. All Rights Reserved
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20 Leadsheet

D/A A  D/A A  D/A A  D/A A  D/A A

turned to grey. Watching through windows, you're wondering if

D/A A  D E  C#m D  D E  C#m

I'm okay Secrets stolen from deep inside.

D E  C#m D  E  F#m

The drum beats out of time. If you're lost you can look and you will find me,

Dmaj7 E A  E  F#m

time after time. If you fall I will catch you, I'll be waiting.

Dmaj7 E A  E  F#m  Dmaj7 E A

time after time.

E  F#m  Dmaj7 E A

you say: go slow. I fall behind

C#m  D  E  F#m  Dmaj7 E A

The second hand un-winds. If you're lost you can look and you will find me, time after time.
Time after Time

Words and Music by Robert Hymann and Cyndi Lauper
Arranged by Hans Kaldeway
Original Key C major

22 Lyrics
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A

B Lying in my bed I hear the clock tick, and think of you
Caught up in circles confusion is nothing new
Flashback, warm nights, almost left behind
Suitcases of memories, time after...

C Sometimes you picture me, I'm walking too far ahead
You're calling to me, I can't hear what you've said
Then you say: go slow, I fall behind
The second hand unwinds

D 2x If you're lost you can look and you will find me
Time after time
If you fall I will catch you I'll be waiting
Time after time

E

F After my picture fades and darkness has turned to gray
Watching through windows you're wondering if I'm okay
Secrets stolen from deep inside the drum beats out of time

G = D 1x

H Time after time
Time after time

I You say: go slow, I fall behind
The second hand unwinds

J - D 2x

L ...time after time 7x